Provides:

- Human Systems
- Simulators
- AFMETCAL
- Electronic Warfare & Avionics
- Automatic Test Systems
- Support Equipment & Vehicles

282 programs

- 26 - Acquisition Master List
- 9 - Developmental (non-ACAT)
- 5 - Middle Tier Acquisition
- 157 - Sustainment
- 64 - Foreign Military Sales
- 21 - Support

$7.25B active year funds

1,600 people
ACS Impact

AFLCMC… Providing the Warfighter's Edge

Agile Combat Support

Every Airman… Every Mission… Every Day
ACS Digital Transformation Activities

AFLMC... Providing the Warfighter's Edge

- Standard DE Tools
- Develop Use Cases for Modeling Requirements
  - **Identify programs to apply Model Based System Engineering (MBSE) techniques**

- Focus on Open Architecture & Agile Software
- Institutionalize current initiatives
  - **Identify Digital pilot projects**

- Ensure credibility/coherence of digital artifacts
- **Establish Program Government Reference Architectures (GRAs) w/ MBSE**

- Capitalize on Cloud One
  - Develop infrastructure workarounds
  - Utilize off-base resources

- Utilize younger workforce
  - **Maximize training and hands-on experience**
  - Incentivize use of DE concepts
ACS Roadmap
AFLMC... Providing the Warfighter's Edge

Format: (Program Name) Strategic Roadmap

- FY22 Execution Forecast
- Annual Updates FYQ4
- Timelines & Dependencies
- Other ACS Priorities Integrated
- Stakeholder Identification & Analysis
- Platform and/or other stakeholder roadmaps can be integrated in ACS roadmaps to outline trade spaces
Summary

AFLCMC… Providing the Warfighter’s Edge

• ACS is everywhere! Products and systems we manage are engrained in the Airman culture
• Moving to a Digital Enterprise is an imperative to stay relevant
• Strategic roadmaps will be an enabler to capability modernization and management
Agile Combat Support

Every Airman… Every Mission… Every Day!